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Most everybody has heard of the Pythagorean Theorem. Pythagoras was a philosopher and mathe-
matician of the sixth century B.C.E. with many followers, who were called the Pythagoreans. They 
believed in the transmigration of souls and lived according to strict rules of conduct. They were also 
the �rst to believe that nature could be described and understood with numbers, which is pretty 
much what science believes today, over 2500 years later. They also believed that all numbers could be 
expressed as rational numbers, or ratios of whole numbers. We now know that this is not true, there 
are real numbers that cannot be expressed this way, the so-called irrational numbers. Ironically 
enough, it is believed that the �rst person to discover this was Hippasus, himself a Pythagorean. The 
other Pythagoreans regarded this as heresy, and when Hippasus announced that he was going to 
reveal his discovery to the outside world, he “accidentally” drowned at sea, or so the story goes.

Historians conjecture that Hippasus was trying to determine the ratio of the length of a side to the 
length of a diagonal in the regular pentagon. If you take a regular pentagon and draw its diagonals 
you get the so-called mystic pentagram, which at the time was the symbol of the Pythagoreans. The 
diagram below shows a regular polygon with diagonals drawn to produce two mystic pentagrams, 
one in blue and one in red:   The outer blue pentagon has side length s and diagonal length d. It forms 
an inner regular pentagon with side length s' and diagonal length d'. We could continue this process, 
drawing diagonals and forming inner regular pentagons as many times as we want. The ratio that 
Hippasus was looking for was d/s, which is the same as d'/s'. Now suppose the ratio d/s could be 
expressed as a/b, where a and b are whole numbers. Then scaling the diagram so that d = a, we have 
s = b. In other words, by choosing an appropriate unit, we can assume that s and d are whole 
numbers.

From the geometric properties of the diagram, Hippasus derived the relationships between s, d, s' 
and d'. This isn’t easy, but we have done it as a class project.  A partial proof is provided later on.   The 
relationships are:   (1)   s' = 2s – d   and    (2) d' = d – s  

This means that s' and d' must both also be whole numbers, and from the pictures you see that s' < s 
and  d' < d . This seems �ne, until you realize that we can continue with the new inner pentagon to 
produce a still smaller pentagon with side s" and diagonal d", which are still whole numbers. We can 
continue this as many times as we want. But, eventually we run out of room; we can’t keep �nding 
smaller and smaller positive integers. So this means that the ratio d/s cannot be a ratio of whole 
numbers, it must be irrational.
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In order to verify the two equations in (1) and (2), 
it is helpful to �nd the measure of the various angles. 
Using the fact that the interior angles of a regular 
pentagon are 108° it is a straight-forward process to 
verify that most are either 36° or 72°.   From the diagram 
(noting that EFHJ and BGJH are parallelograms) 
we get two equations: (3) s = EF + FG = d' + s' and 
(4) d = EF + FG + BG = 2d' + s'.  
Subtract (3) from (4) to get d – s = d', which is (2), and 
substitute for d' in (3) and solve for s' to get (1).
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